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Abstract 
 The coefficients of phenotypic and genotypic variability were comparatively high for effective 
tillers/plant followed by grain yield/plant, plant height and angle of floret. High heritability accompanied with 
high genetic advance indicated predominance of additive gene action for the traits viz., 1,000 seed weight, 
plant height, anther breadth, anther length, effective tillers/plant and angle of floret opening. Selections can 
be effective on the basis of correlation and path analysis for characters like effective tillers/plant, spikelet 
density, angle of floret opening, duration of floret opening, panicle length, 1,000 seed weight and days to 50 
per cent flowering. With respect to findings of the investigation, CMS lines viz., APMS 6A, IR 69622A, IR 
62829A, IR 70369A  and IR 68886A were identified as superior female lines with respect to floral, yield and 
its contributing traits whereas, among the restorer lines NPT-10, NPT-13-01, R-710 and Sugandh-3 were 
identified as putative lines. 
 

Introduction 
 Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the most important staple food crop in the world, and used by 
more than half of the world population (Kohnaki et al. 2013). In view of the growing 
population, the basic objective of the plant breeders would always be towards yield 
improvement in staple food crops. It has been estimated that the world will have to produce 
60% more rice by 2030 than what it produced in 1995 (Babu et al. 2012). Hence, an increase 
in the production of rice plays an important role in the food security and poverty alleviation.  
 It is known that yield of rice is complex quantitative trait and under pleiotropic gene 
control at the same time it is highly influenced by environment and contributed by many 
other traits. Furthermore, selection based on only yield is misleading. Information on 
association of characters, direct and indirect effects contributed by each character towards 
yield will be an added advantage in aiding the selection process. A precise knowledge of the 
genotypes and extent of correlated response to selection for yield, yield attributes and quality 
traits would be of great help in planning a systematic breeding programme in situation of this 
kind. High magnitude of variability in a population provides the opportunity for selection to 
evolve a variety having desirable characters.  
 The present study was undertaken to find out the genetic variability among different traits 
of rice plants, direct and indirect contribution of these parameters towards paddy yield and to 
identify superior putative lines in respect of various morphological, floral and yield 
contributing traits of different CMS and restorer lines of rice.  
 

Materials and Methods  
 Fifteen CMS and ten restorer (Table 1) lines were grown in RBD with three replications 
at Seed Breeding Farm, Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, College of Agriculture, 
J.N.K.V.V., Jabalpur (M.P.). Twenty one-day-old seedlings of CMS and restorer lines were  
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transplanted in the experimental site. Each genotype was planted in two rows of 6 m length 
with row spacing of 20 cm. with one seedling per hill. Gap filling was done within a week in 
order to maintain uniform plant population. The standard agronomic practices were adopted 
for normal crop growth.  
  
  Table 1. Experimental material with their sources. 
 

A. CMS lines Source/origin Developed by 
IR 69617A WA cytoplasam IRRI, Philippines 
IR 69622A  "  " 
IR 58025A  "  " 
IR 62829A  "  " 
IR 79156A  "  " 
IR 70369A  "  " 
IR 68886A  "  " 
IR 68888A  "  " 
IR 68897A  "  " 
IR 68899A  "  " 
CRMS 31A Kalinga cytoplasam CRRI, Cuttack 
CRMS 32A  "  " 
DMS 3A O. nivara cytoplasam DRR, Hyderabad 
PUSA 6A WA cytoplasam IARI, New Delhi 
APMS 6A  " APRRI, Maruteru 

(ANGRAU), Hyderabad 
 

B.  Restorer lines Developed by 
KMR-3 VC Farm, Mandya, UAS, Bangalore 
Sugandha-3 IARI, New Delhi 
NPT-10 " 
NPT-29 " 
NPT-65 " 
NPT-70 " 
NPT-13-01 " 
Abhya IGKV, Raipur 
R-296 " 
R-710 " 

 

 The average of ten plants was subjected to variance analysis and test of significance as 
per the method of Fisher (1935). Genotypic coefficient of variation (GCV) and phenotypic 
coefficient of variation (PCV) were calculated following Burton (1952). The estimates of 
PCV and GCV were classified as low, moderate and high according to Sivasubramanian and 
Madhavamenon (1973). 
 Correlation coefficients were calculated for all the character combinations at genotypic 
and phenotypic levels as per the formula given by Miller et al. (1958). Path coefficient 
analysis was undertaken in parents for designing new plant type with the knowledge of direct 
and indirect influence of yield contributing characters on yield. Wright (1921) proposed the 
original technique; analysis was carried out by modified method devised by Dewey and Lu 
(1959). Path coefficients were rated based on the scales given by Lenka and Mishra (1973). 
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Results and Discussion 
 The analysis of variance revealed that the mean sum of square due to genotypes differed 
significantly for all the morphological, floral and yield traits. High magnitude of genotypic 
coefficient of variation indicates presence of substantial amount of genetic variability in the 
population and there is little influence of the environment on the expression of character. 
Phenotypic coefficients of variation estimates were higher than the genotypic coefficient of 
variation for all characters. This is due to the occurrence of error variance into the phenotypic 
coefficient of variance. Similar findings were also reported by Souroush et al. (2004). The 
coefficients of phenotypic and genotypic variabilities (Table 2) were comparatively high for 
effective  tillers/plant (26.60 and 29.96), grain yield/plant (20.60 and 26.62), plant height 
(21.15 and 21.44) and angle of floret opening (19.79 and 20.26).  These results were in 
agreement with the findings of Mishra and Verma (2002) for grain yield/plant. Hasib et al. 
(2004) for grain yield/plant and plant height, Verma et al. (2000) for effective tillers/plant and 
grain yield. 
 The estimate of heritability and genetic advance can be utilized for the prediction of 
genetic gain, which indicates the genetic improvement that would result from the selection of 
best individuals. The broad sense heritability estimates were very high for plant height 
(97.35%) followed by  angle of floret opening (95.35%), days to hundred per cent flowering 
(93.71), gynoecium length (92.18%) and anther length (91.22%) while the estimates were 
high for  number of spikelet/panicle (88.94), duration of floret opening (88.83%), 1,000 seed 
weight (88.02%), anther breadth (86.10%), spikelet density (80.52%), effective tillers/plant 
(78.81%), panicle length (72.43%)  and days to maturity (72.43%). These results were 
consistent with the findings of Durai et al. (2001) for 1,000 seed weight and number of 
spikelet/panicle. Verma et al. (2002) for days to maturity, plant height, seed length 1,000 seed 
weight and plant height; Kumari et al. (2003) for effective tillers/plant, number of 
spikelet/panicle, plant height, panicle length and 1,000 grain weight; Chaudhary et al. (2004) 
for panicle length, and effective tillers/plant while, Satyanarayana et al. (2005) for number of 
spikelet/panicle, effective tillers/plant, 1,000 seed weight and plant height.  
 The estimates of genetic advance expressed as percentage of mean were very high for 
effective tillers/plant (48.64) and plant height (42.99), the estimates were high for grain 
yield/plant (32.85), number of spikelet/panicle (29.40), spikelet density (26.39) and angle of 
floret opening (25.51), the estimates were moderate for 1,000 seed weight (22.50), anther 
breadth (20.37) and anther length (20.32). These results are in agreement with the findings of 
Rao (2000) for 1,000 seed weight and number of spikelet/panicle while, Mishra and Verma 
(2002) for plant height, effective tillers/plant and 1,000 seed weight; Chand et al. (2004) for 
number of spikelet/panicle, 1,000 seed weight and grain yield/plant; Sharma and Bhuyan 
(2004) for number of spikelet/panicle, grain yield/plant, effective tillers/plant and Saleem      
et al. (2008) for plant height and spikelet density. 
 High heritability accompanied by moderate - high genetic advance indicated the 
predominance of additive gene action for the traits viz., 1,000 seed weight, plant height, 
anther breadth, anther length, spikelet density, effective tillers/plant and angle of floret 
opening. Genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficients between morphological, floral 
and yield traits are presented in Table 3. The results revealed that the estimate of genotypic 
correlation coefficients were higher than the phenotypic correlation coefficients for all the 
characters. Effective tillers/plant (0.66) and spikelet density (0.34) indicated strong positive 
correlation with grain yield/plant at both genotypic and phenotypic level while, angle of floret  
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opening expressed positive genotypic correlation. Duration of floret opening revealed 
negative correlation at both level however, at genotypic level days to 50 per cent flowering 
indicated negative correlation. 

 Positive association of effective tillers/plant with grain yield/plant was in agreement with 
the findings of Chaudhary et al. (2003), Verma and Shrivastava (2004), Satyanarayana et al. 
(2005) and Sabu et al. (2009) while, positive association of spikelet density was in agreement 
with the findings of Bagali et al. (1999). Path coefficient analysis was carried out using 
phenotypic correlation, using grain yield/plant as a dependent variable. Path coefficients are 
rated as per the scales given by Lenka and Mishra (1973). The estimates of path coefficient 
are furnished in Table 4.  
 The path coefficient analysis of different traits contributing towards grain yield/plant 
revealed that effective tillers/plant (1.258) had very high positive direct effect followed by 
high positive direct effect of 1,000 seed weight (0.513) and spikelet density (0.396). 
However, the estimates were low for number of spikelet/panicle (0.174), plant height (0.137) 
and panicle length (0.128) and negligible for days to maturity (0.075), duration of floret 
opening (0.021). While, angle of floret opening (–0.045) expressed highly negative direct 
effect on grain yield/plant followed by low estimate by days to 50 per cent flowering (–
0.023). These results are in agreement with the findings of Shanthala et al. (2004) for 1,000 
seed weight and Agahi et al. (2007) for effective tillers/plant, which revealed positive direct 
contribution of these traits toward yield.  
 With respect to findings of the investigation, CMS lines viz., APMS 6A, IR 69622A, IR 
62829A, IR 70369A  and IR 68886A were identified as superior female lines with respect to 
floral, yield and its contributing traits whereas, among the restorer lines NPT-10, NPT-13-01, R-
710 and Sugandh-3 were identified as putative restorer lines. 
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